Odd Economy of The Machines
Initial Investigation:
Welcome aboard
You’re riding Rubygame on Rails!

About your application’s environment

POST /pandas/move/2 to move the spinning panda!

This is some Javascript text!
Qualities of the Odd Economy

Cost
Easiest: cost is incurred by The Machines

vs

Purposefully hard: cost is incurred by the human

Awareness
Conscious of the lopsided cost

vs

Unaware of the lopsided cost
OPPAN GANGNAM STYLE
Examples

COUNT!!1:

HAI
CAN HAS STDIO?
I HAS A VAR
IM IN YR LOOP
  UP VAR!!1
  VISIBLE VAR
  IZ VAR BIGGER THAN 10? KTHXBYE
IM OUTTA YR LOOP
KTHXBYE

FILEZORZ:

HAI
CAN HAS STDIO?
PLZ OPEN FILE "LOLCATS.TXT"?
 AWSUM THX
  VISIBLE FILE
  O NOES
    INVISIBLE "ERROR!"
KTHXBYE

Saturday, December 8, 12
Linux Radio is an online radio broadcasting the latest stable version of the Linux kernel (currently 3.0.4), which is read in plain voice using eSpeak, an open source text to speech synthesizer.

There are currently 1011010 (base 2) tunes in our database and we are working to add more. A new source file is selected randomly each time you load this page, and a list of all available tunes along with links to their source code is available below. Remember, if you can’t get enough, you can always open Linux Radio in two or more different browser tabs... Use the Source, Luke!

Note to programmers: listening to white noise might help you concentrate during coding sessions, and ASCII Codes reference chart might prove useful as well!
The brain (which is kept in a bell jar) then sends commands back to the robot's wheels.
caseyfeigh

17 likes

caseyfeigh @timkalpakis "Come get me at Bird's sounds pathetic but my phone died" - Jessica
jjla I can't believe this worked! Modern marvel! I'm home!
jjla THANK YOU!

Saturday, December 8, 12
RT @fredbenenson: so uh this storm is gonna be pretty crazy
xfinity.comcast.net/articles/news-... < us-west-2; just sayin'

Retweeted by Jonathan Broad
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Reply to @dmic @fredbenenson
WE DECLARE THAT
// WIP by Dylan Hudson (@dyln_Hdsn on twitter)
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They've shut down the main reactor.
machines + inefficiency == delight